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The Unmaking Engine The World
West Bengal elections would remain the most remarkable, rememberable and inexpungible journey in Indian electoral politics for it went far beyond making and unmaking leaders, winning and losing ...
West Bengal mandate: Simple and plain
When the chief engineer, Henri Somers, lowered the engine pressure to fix the malfunctioning condenser one morning, the men could suddenly hear the thunderous collision of ice in the distance ...
Exclusive Excerpt: An Icy Death at the Bottom of the World
Vehicles queue at the Blackwall Tunnel in London. The UK’s commitment to ban the sale of cars with internal combustion engines by 2030 is important © Glyn Kirk/AFP ...
The UK must try harder if it is to lead the world on climate
Kellman, Jordan 2013. Beyond center and periphery: new currents in French and francophone Atlantic studies. Atlantic Studies, Vol. 10, Issue. 1, p. 1. Kaisary, Philip ...
The Old Regime and the Haitian Revolution
I should also note that neither In the Chinks of the World Machine nor Where No Man Has Gone Before ... on the working of some powerful engine, show signs of life, and stir with an uneasy, half vital ...
Science Fiction Studies
These assumptions are multiplied by algorithms and made visible by search engines, as anyone who has searched for “doctor” and seen page after page of white men can attest. In the real world ...
Inside the lucrative world of stock photography
Acker, Antoine Tittor, Anne and Kaltmeier, Olaf 2020. The Routledge Handbook to the Political Economy and Governance of the Americas. p. 418. Sarzynski, Sarah 2021. Before the “Ecologically Noble ...
Volkswagen in the Amazon
The document says rather explicitly on Page 66-69 under the sub-title The Indo-Pacific tilt: “Indo-Pacific is the world’s growth engine: home to half the world’s people; 40% of global GDP ...
US: Indian Ocean is not India’s ocean
The Met is an ocean liner of culture, one that conveys the world to America’s port ... For some white leaders, identity politics have turned into an engine and cover for their own advancement and ...
Unmaking the Met
Back in the 1880s, the mathematician and theologian Edwin Abbott tried to help us better understand our world by describing ... wheels and combustion engines, medicines and mass communications.
In our hurry to conquer nature and death, we have made a new religion of science
Today’s beneficiaries of the financial services industry, the city’s enduring economic engine, harbor a fierce nostalgie de ... Perhaps we should be thankful for the shakeout. Art-world centers are ...
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